Mezzanine Floor, Staircase and Stairwell
Mezzanine floor is only designed to the full width of the building. If a partial mezzanine is necessary,
engineering design is required. If the building is designed with a mezzanine floor, the floor can be
installed before or after the frame of the building has been completed. This would be determined by
the builder and the size of the building. In the case of large buildings, the floor may inhibit the access
of lifting equipment to lift rafters in place but on smaller buildings such as American and Quakers
Barn the completed floor can be used to fit rafters and complete roofing without the need for
scaffolding.
The mezzanine bearer bracket will be one 6mm plate per connection, whether the bearer is double
or single and should be fitted to side wall columns during the initial assembly of the side walls.

1) Typical Mezzanine Bracket Layout

Shown above is a typical example of one of the mezzanine floor bracket. Attach and bolt the
brackets to the column to the required bearer height. Refer to Engineering plans for the bearer
height specifications. If the columns are double, it is recommended to fix the mezzanine floor
brackets when assembling the columns and haunch brackets.

2) Typical Floor Framing Connection

Once the building frames are completed and in place, fit and bolt the mezzanine floor bearers to the
pre-installed mezzanine floor brackets. Where bearers are double, bearers are punched and bolted
together at a regular interval as per the software’s (Multibuild) punching specifications.
Stair trimmers can now be fitted as per details of the example stair layout in the following pages.

3) Example Stair Layout

Due to the different variations available and individual requirements, this example stair layout is to
be used as a guide only. If the stairs’ specifications requirement is different from this example
layout, refer to the “Stairwell Void Layout Options” sheet attached. For custom stair layout,
engineering design is required.
The staircase is best assembled on the ground and installed as a complete unit. Stair treads and
stringers are not punched due to the stair angle and the possibility of slight variations.
Stair stringers need to be plumb cut at the top and bottom to suit the stair angle. Temporarily fix the
stringer in place to mark positions and level of stair treads. Attach angle cleats to both ends of each
stair tread as per ”Steel Staircase Layout” sheet attached. Lay stringer flat, sit each tread in place and
mark position of bolt holes.
TIP: When drilling these holes the job will be made easier by the use of smaller pilot holes placed in
the middle of each mark.
The stringer can be used as a template for the second stringer. Once all holes have been drilled, bolt
the treads in place and tighten.
CAUTION: Before use, the step treads should be fitted with an abrasive non-slip tape or equivalent.
With the assistance of other installers, the staircase can now be lifted in place and propped. Bolt to
rear bearer and fit masonry anchors through to base cleat fitted at the bottom end of each stringer.
The stair trimmers are used to form a stairwell. To form the stairwell, stair trimmers are fixed in
between the 2xSHS posts on the same level as the floor joists and bolted to the flanges with an angle
bracket. The SHS posts are installed at a height of 1000mm above the finished floor level for the
fitting of handrails and balustrades. Handrails and balustrades are not normally supplied with the kit
unless it was arranged initially with the distributor. When marking the position of this trimmer on

the 75mm SHS posts allow for the base plate thickness. On the joist side, the trimmer is to cap the
ends of the joists and tek screwed to the top flanges of the joists. When completed, the web of the
stair trimmer to face the stairwell void on 4 sides. Refer to “Steel Staircase Layout” sheet attached.
NOTE: If stair support post is not an option, refer to “Stairwell Void Layout Options” sheet for bearer
support options.
CAUTION: The building is not complete or ready for use until all safety rails are in place and correctly
fitted as per Australian Standards.

4) Example Stairwell Cross Section

Check level and position of the staircase. Once level, bolt the stringer to the stair trimmer.

Completion
Make a final check of the completed mezzanine floor, staircase and stairwell void.
Ensure that all base cleats have been tightened down firmly.
Ensure that all bolts are complete and tightened.
Hose down the concrete slab to remove any particles, screws and rivets for safety.

Double check that framing is complete and that all fasteners are in place and tensioned before fitting
the floor materials. The flooring is to be fixed to the joists as per manufacturer’s specifications and
installation procedures.

STAND BACK AND CONGRATULATE YOURSELF ON A JOB WELL DONE!

